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TT No.220: Richard Panter - Thursday 12th April 2007; Sandiacre Town v Grimsby 

Borough; CML Premier; Result: 1 - 2; Attendance 18; Entry £2; Programme 24 pp 

£1; Match rating: ***.   

Towns' Giles Park home is another simple one to find from the M1. It is a couple of 

miles from junction 25 (A52) - just follow signs for Sandiacre on the Derby side and 

there you go. There is a small two step covered terrace behind the goal at the 

church end, a bit of hard standing and some dug-outs, the San Siro it is not, but on 

this spring evening with its tree lines in heavy blossom it looked a picture.  

Impressively (for this low down the pyramid) Borough arrived in a mini-bus and 

they had four supporters who travelled under their own carbon monoxide fumes. 

Thirteen locals and me also weighed in our £2 entry fee.  

The match was played on a bone-dry undulating pitch which made control difficult 

to say the least. I put the errant finishing of the visitors down to this. Before 

Sandiacre opened the scoring, Grimsby failed to take any of their three clear cut 

opportunities. The home team found the net around the twenty-minute mark and 

were unfortunate to hit the cross-bar seconds before the half time whistle. In 

between this the visitors nodded home their equaliser and the home custodian 

made a fabulous save to boot, well to head to be totally accurate.  

During the opening period the man in the middle was having a chilled-out evening. 

He was enjoying his stroll and was loathe to put his whistle to his mouth much and 

made a few bizarre decisions as well. The most peculiar one was to award Grimsby 

Borough a free kick after one of their number yelped after being caught on his heel 

by a player in close attendance. Amazingly to all there, including a linesman who 

told me he saw what happened...the miscreant was another Grimsby player! 

Another comedy moment came when the home bench introduced a ball so dirty to 

play that it was almost invisible, the man in the middle was happy playing with it 

but the home 'keeper was not, so it was swapped.  

The second half was played almost entirely in the Sandiacre half but it looked as 

the visitor’s best efforts would yield but one point. They had shot after shot 

blocked or mostly blasted wide and were getting closer and closer when their 

number 9 was clearly pulled down in the box. Home heads dropped after a 

vigorous shout from the visitors for the spot kick wasn't given. To the surprise of 

everyone there the referee waved play on. Five minutes later he awarded a guilt 

penalty when a shot hit a Sandiacre defender’s hand from point blank range. He 

didn't know it happened, there was no appeal for the penalty and when the whistle 

went there was a general bluish hue in the air of what the ???? was that for? In 

fairness to the referee he was around forty yards from the first incident as he was 

well down the pitch doing his own thing! Anyway, Grimsby Borough scored from 

twelve yards to bag all the points.  



An enjoyable evening spent in the company of the four really charming visiting 

supporters. They were fair, honest and as generally is the case funny. I always find 

the home club warm and welcoming as indeed they were on this entertaining 

evening. 
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